TRAKA RESOURCES LIMITED
ABN 63 103 323 173

Quarterly Activity Report
for the three months ended 31 March 2010

HIGHLIGHTS
Corporate
•

During the quarter the Company announced a non-renounceable Rights Issue with the aim of
raising working capital for its exploration activities with emphasis on the Traka Managed portion
of the Musgrave Project.

•

A Joint Venture has been entered into with Tectonic Resources NL on a large area of Traka’s
Ravensthorpe Project.

Musgrave Project Joint Venture with Anglo American
•

The Spectrem EM survey is complete and new targets have been highlighted. Updates and
further results are expected shortly.

•

Drilling programs on the Navigator Target as well as other new targets are scheduled for June.

Musgrave Project Traka Managed

•

Exploration programs will commence next week in the Jameson Range area. A number of
copper, nickel and PGE style targets will be assessed in the first instance.

The Ravensthorpe Project

•

RC drilling of the Mt Short Lead anomaly has highlighted the presence of strong sulphide
mineralisation in a broad sedimentary rock hosted structure. Assay results are awaited.
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CORPORATE
Rights Issue
On 17th March 2010 a Non-Renounceable Rights Issue to raise up to $3,358,665 before costs was
announced and a Prospectus issued. Eligible holders of ordinary shares in Traka on the record date of
30th March 2010 are entitled to subscribe for 1 new share in Traka for every 2 shares already held. The
issue is at 15 cents per share and the latest date for acceptance and payment of the offer is 28th April
2010.
Companies associated with Traka’s Non-Executive Directors Neil Tomkinson and Joshua Pitt as well as
substantial shareholder Tattersfield Securities Limited have committed to take up their full entitlement
therefore effectively underwriting 34% of the issue.
Funds raised by the Rights Issue will be used to fund exploration activity in Traka’s very prospective
Musgrave Project and its other projects. A description of this project and the status on the Company’s
other activities is provided in this Quarterly Report and the Prospectus accompanying the Rights Issue
notice.

Joint Venture with Tectonic Resources NL
A Joint Venture was entered into with Tectonic Resources NL (“Tectonic”) on the southern portion of the
Ravensthorpe Project. This area is particularly prospective for copper, lead, zinc and gold
mineralisation. This joint venture will accelerate the level of exploration activity at no cost to Traka and
associate Traka with Tectonic which is currently undertaking a Feasibility Study to develop the nearby
copper, lead and gold Kundip and Trilogy resources. Details of the joint venture agreement are provided
in the body of this report.

EXPLORATION
The Musgrave Project in Joint Venture with Anglo American
(Anglo American earning up to 75%)
Ongoing interpretation of the available geological, geochemical and geophysical data bases has
generated new targets for copper, nickel and the Platinum Group Elements (“PGE”) as well as providing
a more detailed perspective of the Navigator Target. The results are very encouraging.
Field based exploration programs recommenced earlier this month to obtain more detailed information
on the new targets as well as to continue the wider scaled reconnaissance style work. Anglo American
has committed to a comprehensive exploration program this year and as a consequence the pace of
exploration can be expected to remain vibrant with the flow of new results steadily increasing.
A summary of the current project status follows:
The Navigator Target
Ground Electromagnetic (“EM”) and Induced Polarisation (“IP”) data over this very strong multi-element
geochemistry anomaly (copper, nickel and PGE’s) has highlighted a number of zones within the 7.5
kilometre trend which will be the initial focus for drilling. A zone in the south-east corner of the Navigator
Target provides the strongest focus of multi-element geochemistry coincident with the peaks of EM and
IP anomalism (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The Navigator Prospect highlighting the anomalous EM zone (red colours) in the south-east
corner plotted over the gridded peaks (red dots) of geochemical anomalism
The IP data presented in Figure 2 highlights a number of other drill centres along the Navigator
geochemical trend which will be the initial focus of drilling.

Figure 2: Stacked IP sections showing peak zones of anomalism (red colours) plotted over gridded
peak coincident copper, nickel and platinum geochemical anomalism.
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A Reverse Circulation (“RC”) drilling program totalling 5000 metres is planned for Navigator and a
number of the other new targets which have been identified. Drilling is due to commence in June when
more detailed geochemistry and geophysics data, currently being obtained, is available for the new
target areas.
New targets in Exploration Licence EL69/2236
Six new targets have been singled out for follow up investigations on exploration licence E69/2236.
These targets comprise Spectrem EM targets in prospective geological positions and in some instances
are coincident with anomalous auger geochemistry samples (Figure 3). Infill auger geochemical
sampling on these targets is underway and ground based EM surveys are expected to commence within
a few weeks. Data from this work will assist with the prioritizing of drill targets.

Figure 3: Location of new anomalies (white boxes) marked on an aerial photograph showing proximity
to the auger geochemical data (red dot anomalies) and the Navigator target in the north-east corner.
The Spectrem Survey
The Spectrem EM survey which commenced last year has been completed. The survey totalled
approximately 15,500 line kilometres and covered 7 areas (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Plan showing tenure and the Spectrem Survey location plotted over a digital terrain model
Processing of the very extensive data base from this program is well advanced and further results are
expected to be available later this month. The early indications are positive and it is clear that a number
of new EM targets have been highlighted. Close scrutiny and prioritisation of these anomalies will be
undertaken ahead of further announcements.
Auger Geochemical Surveys
Auger geochemical sampling programs have recommenced within a number of areas. This work will be
conducted in the same systematic pattern that led to the discovery of Navigator Prospect (Figure 5).
Areas with deep regolith overburden and/or sand dune cover prevent effective use of auger drilling and
in such areas geophysical and geological data bases are used to define target areas.
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Figure 5: Current auger geochemical sampling program (shown in green) with respect to previous
programs.
The Gold Prospects
A Spectrem EM survey was carried out over an area surrounding two previously announced 4 kilometre
long gold prospects. This data is currently being processed and a small extension to the auger sampling
pattern is being undertaken to the west. This new information will allow better definition of these targets
and assist with the location of the first drill holes within the larger anomalous zone.
Heritage Surveys and Access Meetings
Heritage surveys and Access Negotiation meetings with traditional Aboriginal owners and the
Ngaanyatjarra Council are underway for three more of Traka’s exploration licences. These licences are
between the Wingellina Project of Metals Exploration NL and the Navigator exploration licence (Figure
4). A successful outcome to these meetings will allow expansion of exploration programs in the region
and immediate follow-up exploration on any new targets detected by the Spectrem survey.

Musgrave Project Traka managed
Good progress has been achieved during the quarter with a number of new targets identified, and
exploration programs are scheduled to commence shortly (Figure 4).
A description of project status follows:
Exploration to commence in Jameson area
Exploration programs on a group of the tenements in the Jameson region will be initiated following the
completion of Heritage Surveys. The programs will involve geological, geophysical and auger
geochemistry surveys within four tenements in the Jameson area. These tenements include 1 held in
joint venture with Polaris Metals Ltd (“Polaris”), two held in joint venture with Sammy Resources Pty Ltd
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(“Sammy”) and one 100% owned Traka tenement. Traka has the rights to earn 90% interest in the
Polaris and Sammy tenements. Exploration programs will initially focus on a number of airborne EM
anomalies following which the work will be expanded rapidly to achieve systematic coverage of all target
areas. This approach will also result in the testing of extensive zones of anomalous vanadium
mineralisation that has been previously reported (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Aeromagnetic image showing the tenement holdings and position and the
location of the EM and vanadium anomalies
The Jameson Range Intrusive body and a number of other smaller intrusions are to be targeted for
mineralisation styles that appear to be unique within the Musgrave region. These provide the prime
impetus for Traka’s consolidation of tenure in this area. Sulphide hosted copper, nickel and PGE
mineralisation can occur in shoot-like ore bodies, similar to those occurring at the nearby Nebo Babel
resource owned by BHP Billiton, or, alternatively, in layer controlled reefs analogous with Plat Reef type
orebodies of South Africa. The airborne EM anomalies may relate to massive sulphide accumulations
and will provide initial targets for this style of mineralisation.

New tenement application with Amex Resources Ltd in the Jameson area
As part of the consolidation of the Company’s interest in the Jameson area the Company (90%) in
conjunction with Amex Resources Ltd (“Amex”) (10%) applied for exploration licence EL69/2747 (Figure
4). Traka will fund the first $1 million of exploration expenditure on the tenement and thereafter Amex
and Traka will contribute to costs on a pro-rata basis.
New airborne GeoTEM and Spectrem anomalies
Research of historic data and the preliminary results of the recently completed Spectrem survey indicate
that a number of new anomalies have been highlighted. Within the area of the Traka/ Amex exploration
licence application one GeoTEM anomaly has been located (Figure 6). Access to this tenement is yet
to be negotiated and the tenement granted but the desk-top data obtained can be assessed to some
measure within the perspective of the surrounding work being undertaken.
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The recently completed Spectrem survey has also highlighted a few EM targets within the southern
most part of the Sammy Joint Venture tenements (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Spectrem image showing the position of anomalies (in red) to be investigated.
Analysis of the Spectrem data over this tenement is still being finalized but targets in favorable
geological positions peripheral to the Cavanaugh Range Intrusive are indicated. Ground investigation of
these targets is about to commence.

The Ravensthorpe Project
Traka has moved to reinvigorate exploration activity at this project with several significant initiatives
(Figure 8):
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Figure 8: Location plan of the Ravensthorpe Project.
Drilling on the Mt Short Lead Anomaly
A 5 hole Reverse Circulation (“RC”) drilling program for a total of 619 metres was completed on the Mt
Short Lead anomaly after the end of the quarter. The program was reconnaissance in nature designed
as an initial test of a lead and copper anomaly that is contiguous with a very strong linear aeromagnetic
feature (Figure 9). Drilling was hampered by high volumes of saline water but nevertheless produced
some very encouraging results. Laboratory assay results are awaited but selective analysis of drill
samples by portable XRF have indicated anomalous levels of base metals may be present.
RC drilling of the Mt Short anomaly was designed to provide an explanation of and accurately locate the
sub-surface multi-element lead (“Pb”) and copper (“Cu”) anomaly and the apparent association of this
geochemical anomaly with a very strong linear aeromagnetic feature (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Mt Short Lead geochemical anomaly over an aeromagnetic image
The Mt Short anomaly extends over two kilometres and several other magnetic anomalies occur to the
south that have yet to be investigated. RC drilling has shown that the aeromagnetic feature tested is
associated with highly magnetic ironstones and a sedimentary rock sequence between 20 and 50
metres thick that hosts a variable amount of sulphide mineralisation. The portable XRF analysis
supports the initial findings of the geochemical survey and indicates high levels of lead and copper
anomalism. It also indicates lower levels of associated zinc and uranium mineralisation but provided no
information on precious metals content. Assay results are expected within a few weeks time.
The Sirdar Joint Venture with Galaxy Resources Ltd
(Traka Free Carried 20%)
A joint venture agreement with Galaxy Resources Ltd (“Galaxy”) in the Sirdar area provides Traka with a
potential to participate in the Mt Cattlin Mine operation officially opened on 6th November 2009. The joint
venture licence abuts and is immediately north of Galaxy’s solely owned licence which is currently the
main focus of that company’s activity.
A reverse circulation (“RC”) drilling program of fourteen holes totalling 700 metres was completed on a
prospect several kilometres north of Galaxy’s main open pit development. Galaxy reports low level of
anomalism for this drilling and has pushed on with other drilling programs in closer vicinity and within the
rapidly developing mine operation closer to Mt Cattlin itself. Galaxy expects to recommence exploration
further afield and within the Sirdar Joint Venture ground once the new operation has ramped up to full
production.
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A Joint Venture with Tectonic Resources NL
(Tectonic earning 70%)
On 17th March Traka entered into a joint venture with Tectonic Resources NL on a number of
exploration licences in the southern portion of Traka’s Ravensthorpe Project area (Figure 8). These
licences are particularly prospective for copper, lead, zinc and gold.
The immediate focus for Tectonic will be a 6 kilometre long gold and base metal anomaly known as the
Bandalup Gossan. Irregularly and wide spaced drilling on this prospect by previous explorers returned
best drill hole intersection grades of 10 metres @ 1.0 gram per tonne gold and 25.9 metres @ 1.76%
lead and 17 metres of 0.83% copper.
The principal terms of the agreement with Tectonic are as follows:
•
•

Tectonic has committed to minimum expenditure of $260,000 over the next 24 months
Upon spending $260,000 Tectonic can elect to proceed and earn 70% equity by the additional
expenditure of $500,000 over an additional 3 year period.

Tectonic is currently undertaking a Feasibility Study, referred to as the Phillips River Study, examining
mining of the nearby Kundip and Trilogy Prospects. Given the proximity and geological similarity of the
Bandalup Gossan target and Tectonic’s advanced assessment of their own project, an alignment of
Traka interests with Tectonic’s was a logical outcome.
The Ravensthorpe Nickel Project
Discussions are continuing with a number of parties regarding the possibility of a joint venture on this
project and a submission has been made for drilling expenditure assistance under the State
Governments Exploration Incentive Scheme.

The Lort River Project
No further work has been completed on this project over the quarter.

Mr Patrick Verbeek

Managing Director
15 April 2010

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Mr P A Verbeek, the
Managing Director of Traka Resources Limited. Mr Verbeek is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration
and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian
Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Mr Verbeek consents to the inclusion in the
report of the matters, based on his information, in the form and context in which they appear.
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